Abstract-After a brief historical perspective on the origins and developments of space-time coupled solutions of the wave equation, the so-called localized waves (LWs), my presentation will emphasize how they can be and have been launched from independently addressable pulse driven (IAPD) arrays. These IAPD arrays are characterized by each element having the possibility to be driven with an individualized time domain waveform. Several acoustic and electromagnetic LW solutions, the IAPD arrays than can launch them, and the near-field and extended far-field region behaviors characterizing the localized beams launched by them, as well as the experiments that have verified these effects, will be discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Focused wave modes (FWMs) were introduced by Dr. Jim Brittingham in 1983 [1] . These space-time coupled solutions of the Maxwell equations had provocative properties, i.e., they were electromagnetic (EM) pulses that were localized in space and time and did not disperse as they propagated. Because their development occurred during the Star Wars era, the nomenclature of the time discussing related solutions and their properties was associated with "weapons" related terms, i.e., EM Missiles [2] ; acoustic and EM Bullets [3] ; and acoustic (ADEPTs) and electromagnetic (EDEPTS) directed energy pulse trains [4] .
When dealing with superpositions of these space-time solutions [4] , [5] , it made more sense to link the tern localized waves (LWs) with their pencil-beam behavior in contrast to the standard sums of highly non-localized plane waves. I began to emphasize the concept of LWs when the independently addressable pulse driven (IAPD) array theory, simulations, and experiments were reported [6]  [9] . Moreover, as we learned how to represent sub-luminal, luminal and super-luminal LWs in phase space [10] , [11] , LWs became the preferred terminology to denote these solutions as they were found to have some form of localization in space-time and/or phase space, as well as their projections onto physical or other spaces.
Other classes of LWs also began to appear at the time. These included the so-called diffraction-free or non-diffracting Bessel beams [12] , complex pulsed beams [13] , [14] , and nondiffracting X waves [15] .
II. FINITE ENERGY LWS
It was shown in [16] that the focus wave mode is an exact solution of the three-dimensional wave equation:
, , , 0, ct x y z t      and can be represented naturally with a bi-directional decomposition [17] :
It leads a Schrödinger equation in the retarded characteristic
    which identifies the FWM as a modulated, moving, axi-symmetric Gaussian pulse:
This bi-directional, characteristic variable solution approach was used to obtain LW fields in many wave environments, even the quantum domain as solutions of the Klein-Gordon and Schrödinger equations [18] .
As with all non-spreading solutions like the Bessel beam, the FWMs contain infinite energy. To overcome this issue, it was realized that, in analogy with plane wave representations, superpositions of LWs were possible [16] , such as the FWM representation of solutions of the wave equation:
which yielded, for example, the splash pulse [16] . By properly selecting the spectrum A(k), it was recognized that finite energy LWs can be obtained [5] , such as the modified power spectrum (MPS) pulse solution of the wave equation:
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The corresponding electromagnetic MPS solution was also given in [5] .
III. INDEPENDENTLY ADDRESSABLE PULSE DRIVEN ARRAYS
It was recognized that LWs could be physically realized from an array of radiating elements [6] - [9] . The idea basically follows a Huygens representation, i.e., if one knows the solution at every point on a plane, then one can define the appropriate currents to generate it in a preferred hemisphere. Because a LW is a space-time field, appropriate pulses have to be radiated from each element on that plane corresponding to the spatial dependence of the LW. Hence, to generate LWs, one needs an independently addressable pulse driven (IAPD) array. The received time signal at one spatial point is then a linear superposition of the time signals generated by the entire set of the IAPD array elements.
An important aspect of the analysis of these pulse driven arrays is the recognition that the frequency behavior of each radiating element impacts the transmitted and received signals in the time domain, e.g., electrically small antennas act as time derivative devices. Moreover, the propagation from the near to the far field also involves a time derivative. Several possible time domain outcomes of the complete transmit-receive process are thus possible and some are indicated in Fig. 1 . It was recognized [6] - [9] that the resulting beam fields would have dramatically different near-to-far field behaviors depending on the radiating elements. In particular, the higher order time-derivative systems would have extended near field regions. This behavior is depicted in Fig. 3 . Moreover, again because of the time domain nature of the diffraction process, the spreading of the energy and power aspects of the launched LW beams would be different. Water tank experiments performed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory verified the possibility of launching the acoustic MPS LW solution [6] and its extended near-field distance properties [7] . Examples of LW solutions, how they were launched from IAPD arrays, and the successful confirmation of the predicted LW beam properties will be included in my presentation.
